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ASPECTS OF NATURÀL VENTTLATION IN PASSIVELY HEATED BUILDINGS

M.W. Liddament, BA, PhD
Air Infiltration and Ventilation Centre
old Bracknelr Lane l{est, Bracknerl, Berks., RG12 4AH, England

1 " summary

Ventilation plays an important role in ensuring the health andwelr being of buirdÍng occupants. rn the passivery heated home,ventilation and air movement may additionalry be expected totransfer heat from the sorar areas to the riving spãce. Theobjective of this paper is to outline some of the Ëasic physical
concepts behind ventilation and to present some simple examplesillustrating how these concepts can be applied to tñe optimùmventilation of solar buildings. The discussion concentiates onnatural ventilation systems and provides some indication of therange of ventilation rates that can be expected for the weatherconditions appropriate to the winter cl-imate of the unitedKingdom. The basic equations necessary for design calculationsare presented.

2 Introduction

Y"llilation prays a vital role in the heatth and well-being ofbuilding occupants. Apart from its essentiar need for thesupport of metaboÌism, a continuous supply of fresh aj-r is neededto dirute and purge internar polrutÍon. on the other hand,
excessive ventilation is responsible for significant heat ioss
and for generally cold and draughty living óonditions which couldegually result in deleterious health problems. Careful design ofventilation approach is therefore essential if optimum condiùionsof health and comfort are to be attained. In adáition to thesestringent reguirements, the passively sorar heated buildíng mayultimately rely upon ventilation and air movement to provÍãe the
medium of heat transfer. whíle mechanicar assistance may beutil-ized for uch a task, frequentry in keeping with the passive
nature of buirding operation, this too can be èxpected to benaturally driven. Thus a very complex pattern oi air flow mustbe established to fulfill the combined needs of health, comfort,
energy efficiency and heat transfer. The objective of this paperis to consider some of the mechanisms involved in the movemeñt ofair and to outline practical methods of analysis of ventilationconfigurations as appropriate to the passively heated buirding.
The intention is to provide some numeiicar guidance which mayusefully be applied at the design stage.

ti Practi

In the UK there is very litt1e in the way of formal ventilation,especially for dwellings. Requirements of the current buildingregurationsl are very ãketchy-and tend to assume that needswill be met either by natural infiltration or by the occupant useof windows. Both approaches are very haphazard and are uñlit ety
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to produce the reguired air flow patterns for optimum heat
transfer or, indeed, for good indoor air quality. In countries
such as France and the Netherlands, naturally ventilated
buildings must generally be fitted with purpose provided
ventilation stacks. These are designed to promote the effect of
stack action with the chimneys being designed to terminate within
the negative pressure region, above the roof space.

In countries afflicted with a severe climate, such as Canada and
parts of Scandinavia, the sealed building with purpose provided
mechanical ventilation has become increasingly common. These
offer complete control over air flow and provide the opportunity
for heat recovery as a means to reduce energy consumption. The
resultant energy savings offset part of the additional
installation and running costs, therefore making them a generally
attractive technique. Unfortunately, at current costs and
building quality, such a method is less like1y to be as cost
effectíve (or possibLy even energy effective) in the UK,
especially at the lower end of the housing market. However,
future Èrends towards improved building guality, competiÈive
pricing'of mechanical ventilation systems and the i4tegration of
heat recovery with domestÍc central heating systerns2 cóuld
alter the economj.cs at some future date. In the meantime,
passive ventilation with, possibly, basic mechanical assístance
Ín the form of extract fans, probably offers the most viable
alternative for the UK climate. Addítionally, and perhaps most
importantly, this approach demands the least user intervention
and Ís therefore the least likely of all methods to be abused or
misused by the occupant.

4 Concepts

The natural j-ngress of air into buildings is dependent on
climatic conditions, topography, surrounding obstructions,
overall building airtightness and the type and distrj-bution of
openings. Each of these parameters may normally be analysed in
sufficient detail to predict ventilation rates and air flow
patterns. AIso, by careful design and construction, the driving
forces of wind and temperature can be harnessed to provide a
measure of controlled ventilation. The various theoretical
concepts and an example of their application is presented in the
following sections.

5 Air FIow

Air flow through openings is commonly described by a power law
equation of the form

o = k(np)n *3/" (1)

= prêssure difference across opening 1ea)
= flow coefficient
= flow exponent

where
^pk
n

The flow coefficient, k, provj-des a measure of the size of the
opening, while the flow exponent, n, is dependent on the nature
of flow. For fully turbulent flowr €tS may be experienced for
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example through a discrete opening such as a ventr the flow
expoãent takeé on the value òf 0.5, whereas for laminar flow'
=oãrt as may be experienced through a narro$¡ crack with a

relaÈively- Iong tlow path, the fiow exponent takes on a value of
unity. Ii aII the opänings in a typical UK dwelling were to be
aggrägated, as is thó case when thã air leakage performance of
tfrá Uúilding is tested by artificiaL pressurization, then the
overall flow coefficient is normally iound to have a value in the
range 0.6 to 0.7 .

Sometimes a quadratic formulation of the flow equation is
óiài.rr"a, iri which the laminar and turbulent flow parameters are
äeparated. Such an equation can be expressed in the form

AP = oQ+

0, ß are constants.where

6 Flow Ooeninqs

gQ2 (21

No matter which flow equation is used, the approach to
calculating the rate and magnitude of air flow into buildings is
identical.

t

IdeaIIy, Èhe location, size and flow characteristics of each
ãpã"i"ô'should be defined. rn practi.", however, this is rarely
pã="iUí" and, instead¡ âD approximation or an amalgamation of
ito" paths is almost always necessary. In general it. can be
assumãd that the larger the total area of openings, the greater
will be the infiltration rate for any gíven set of external
conditions. io*",r"., this relationsñip need not be linear and
depends to some extent on the flow characteristics of each
opäning and on the distribution of openings. For accurate
resulté, it is essential that aII sources of air infiltration are
identified.

ed in Èerms of comPonent
flues, etc. about which the
"background" or ttadventitious"

ilding-construction. It is this
ch causes the most difficultY in

flow path analysis. Organisations in many countries- novr defj'ne
uaókglouna 1eaí<age in Éerms of air changes/hour !"-.h) at a

"p."ífi"d 
reference pressure. This is determined by buildinq

plessurization in which a suitably rated fan is used to create
irr.t.*".ta1 pressure differences between the interior and
exterior of á ¡uilding in the + 1 0-1 0O Pa range. For each
pressure increment the correspãnding air flow rate through the
fan is measured. The instrumentation is frequently buitt into a

door (blower door) which is temporarily placed in an. existing
entrance to the building. In Swäden and Norway such testing i-s
mandatory for new dwellíngs and Swedish requiiement¡.demand that
backgrouñd leakages in siñgle family dwellings should not exceed
3 acñ at 50 Pa. The naturál ingress of air through such a

building would be insufficient to meet normal occupancy
requireñents, therefore legislation also requires tft?t
ventilation requirements aí" satisfied by the installation of
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eÍtþer mechanical or purpose provided stack ventilation. In theunited Kingdom, where purpose provided ventil-ation is less
common, aírtiqhtness regulations do not exist, although BRE
Digest No.306 t recommends varues in the range 10-20 ach at 50
Pa. rn the design of a passiveJ-y heated sorar home, something
closer to t,he swedish requÍrements for background air reakage,
with the addition of component openings, would be necessary to
promote optimum air fLow patterns. Although the díversity of
construction techniques used in the uníted Kingdom adds to the
range of leakage values likely to be found, wíth careful
constructíon and choice of materials, Ieakage values of below 10
ach at 50 Pa are easily achievable. Guide values (assumÍng good
quality construction) wourd be I ach at 50 pa for an insurátãd
brick and block dwelling with weatherstripped windows and doors,and 3 ach at 50 Pa for a weatherstripped Limber frame
constructj-on with a continuous internal polyethylene vapour
barrier. From a desi.gn aspect, values such as these may beused: on completi-on of construction, the initiar air tãakage
specification should be verified by pressurization testing ànd
remedial adjustments made where necessary.

For calculation purposes, the adventitious or background leakage
component may be distribut.ed linearly about the exposed surfaces
of the building. These surfaces normally include the top floorceiling, the exterj-or walls and the ground floor (if
ventilated). Within the limitations of this approximation, party
walls are normally assumed to be seaÌed. purpose provided
openings are then distributed according to the designersproposals, their dimensÍons and location beíng precisely known.

since air flow into a buirding must be exactry balanced by the
flow rate out of the building, the apprication of equatioñ (1) to
each of the flow paths yields
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( Pi"*t Pirrt )

j=
P; =*ext
Pint =

ki and n1 =

total number of fl-ow paths
extennal- plressune acting on flow path, i.
internal prâessure of zone
fl-ow coefficient and exponent of the i ' thflow path

ni
k

l- 0
=1

where a well mixed single interior zone is assumed and

(3)

rf the interior of the building itsel.f is divided into
identifiable zones separated by flow resistances, then the flow
balance equation (3) must be applied to each zone.

7 Drivínq Forces

The forces driving naturar air exchange are maintained by theaction of wind and temperature.
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7.1 WÍnd pressure

Relative to the static pressure of the free wind, the pressure
resul-ting from wind impinging on the surface of a building is
given by

1ea ) (4)= + "pu2
D

p

Cp
v

= air density (kg/m3)
= pressure coefficient
= wind speed at a datum level

(usually building height) (m/s)

where

Since the strength of the wind close to the earthrs surface is
influenced by the roughness of the underlying terrain and the
height above ground, a reference level for wj-nd velocity must be
specified for use in the wind pressure calculation. Tn UK
natural ventilation studies, a roof heÍght wind speed value is
recommendeda. However, as a rule tton sítet' data is rarely
available and therefore measurements taken from the nearest
climatological station must be applied. It is essential that
such measurements are corrected to account for any difference
between measurement height and building height and to account for
intervening terrain roughness. BY nature of the square term in
equation (¿) wind pressure is very sensitive to the wind velocity
and, aS a consequence, the arbitrary use of raw wind data will
invariably give rise to misleading results. This is, perhapst
one of thé most common causes of error in the calculation of air
infittration rates. An appropriate correction is given by

= az Y (s)

where c and Y are coefficÍents according to terrain roughness
and

z = datum height, i.e. building height (m)
V = mean wind speed at datum height (m/s)
V- = ilêâD wind speed at local weather stationm i*1" at 1Om-above surface)

Such an approach is generally acceptable for winds measured
between roof height and a recording height of 1 0m. It is
inappropriate for the reduction of wind speeds measured in the
upper atmosphere.

The pressure coefficient, Cp, is an empirically derived
parameter which is a functiõñ of the pãttern of flow around the
Ëuilding. It is normally assumed to be independent of wind speed
but varies according to wind direction and position on the
building surface. It is also significantly affected by
neighbouring obstructions wíth the result that similar buildÍngs
subjected to different surroundings may be expected to exhibit
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markedry different pressure coefficient patterns. ÀccurateevaluatÍon of this parameter j.s one of the most difficult aspectsof air infiltration moderling- and_, as yetr is not possibre bytheoretical means alone. altho,rgt pr.åsure coefficients can bedetermined b¡z dÍrect measurementã oi ¡uitaings, *o"t informationcomes from the resuLts of wild loading tests made on scaLe modelsof isorated buÍldings in wind tunneisl nxamples of suchcoef f icients for simpr-e buirding shapås are given ir, 'Ëõägzsu.
However, Èhere are limitations iegaräirrg the appricabirity ofthese resutts in inrÍrrrari9. st"áiãsl--ãir,." ;ã;t-;i¿en noconsideration Ís given to the shierdiåg effects ôr-"ù.roundingobstructions- Nothwit,hstanding thesã--frrobtems, intõimation basedon the resutts. of data presentéd at " ,i'a pr"å"rriã-;;Ë;;pí-o=*has been used t,o compirã basÍc data foi ro*- rise buiioingsexposed to varying degrees of shielding and wind aire.tiåã6.An example of.!þ" data is presented in Tabre 1 and may be used inconjunction with eguatj-on i¿l to calculate wind p.""",rr"" onbuildings surrounded by structures of simirar treighÈl
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TABLE I lJínd Pressu re Coefficient Data

Low rise buildíng (up to 3 storeys)

Length to r¿ídth ratio
Shielding condítion
I,Ii-nd speed reference level
I,rlind speed reference level
Roof pitch angle

l:l ro l:5
Surrounded by buildings
of equal height
Bullding height
^,11o - 300

Rear

Conservatory J
Wind angì e 

->
LocaÈion

LrIa11

I^Ia11
Roof
Roof
Flue

(front)
(rear)
(front)
(rear)
(dependen È on level above roof )

0" 90" 190 " 270"
+0.2
-0. 25
-0. 3

-0. 3

-0.3

0.25
-0.25
-0. 5

-0.5
-0.3

-0.25
+0.2
-0. 3

-0.3
-0. 3

-0.25
-0.25
-0. 5

-0. 5

-0. 3

(Further data covering síde wal1s and intermediate wi-nd directionspublíshed in ref. 5 )

7.2 Stack pressu re

The stack effecÈ arises as a result of differences in temperatureand hence air density between the interior and exterior of abuilding. This produces an imbalance in the pressure gradientsof the internaÌ and external air masses, thus creating a verticalpressure difference. When the internal air temperatuie is higherthan that of the outside air mass, air enters through openings inthe- lower part of the builgi^g r.å ""c.p"= through ópenings at ahigher 1evel. This flow direõtion is råversed when the i-nternalair temperature is lower than that of the air outside. The Levelat which the transition between inflow and outflow occurs isdefined as the neutrar pressure prane. rn practice, the level_ of
!h" neutral prane is raiely knowñ although it can be predictedfor straightforward J-eakagã distributions. More generarry, thestack pressure is expressed relative to the level of the lowestopening or to some oLher convenient datum (for .*.rnpr" ground

7I.
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Ievel). Taking two openings in the envelope of a building at
Ievels h. and h2 respectively, the stack induced pressure
difference is gÍven by

ps = -go9 273 (h2-h1 ) ( 1 ) (Pa) (6)
Tittt

1

extT

where

7.3 Relative macrnitude of stack and \¡tind pressures in the urban
environment

Table 2 illustrates the relative magnitudes of pressure due to
wind and temperature that act on the envelope of a typical lo*
rise building located in an urban environment. Both mechanisms
are clearly õomparable in strengt,h although for winter periods
the drivinó forðe due to temperature wiII normally be expected to
provide the dominant flow mechanisms.

TABLE 2 Comparison Bet¡¿een Relat ive Strensths of LIínd and Stack Pressures

To-r-= absolute external pressure (K)
Tili= absolute internal presÞure (K)
ol"'= air densiLy at 273K (6"c) , -t

õt = acceleration due to gravity (m/s')

Buildíng height 6.6m
Vertical heighE of openings : 5m

Urban terraín

a Vlind Pressure

Stack

I Example

The basic theory and data presented in the preceedÍng sections
may be readily applied to the design of natural ventilation. The
example considered in this section is a passively heated,
naturally ventilated dwelling comprising a south facing
conservatory, living accommodation and a ventilated roof void.
Constructioñ to the Swedish airtightness standard of 3 ach at 50
pa is assumed and the combined living and conservatory volume is
approximately 350 mJ.
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PaWind Pressure
hrall Roof

front rearfront rear

I^tind (rn/s)

Met. Station (lOm) | noof heíeht (6.6n)

-0. 06
-0.2
-0. 9

-5.7

0.04
0.2
0.6
3.8

-0
-0
-0
-4

.05

.2

.8

.8

-0. 06
-0.2
-0.9
-5.1

0. s6
I. T2
2.24
5.61

1

2

4
0I

Pressure (relative to
lowest opening) (Pa)

Teuperature Difference (K)

-1.1
-2.2
-3. 3

-4.3

5

10
15
20



The ideal ventilation design criteria are

sufficient ventiration in all rooms to dilute and disperseinÈernally created pollution
- movement of warm aÍr from heated conservatory to riving area- uniform ventilation rate

removal of moisture at source

À possible solution is irrustrated in Figure 1 ín which airinlets.are praced at a revel of between 0 and 1m above froorlever in the conservatory and correspondj_ng air outiets arelocated Ín the top floor-ceiling. Tñe roof voÍd is ventilatedusing a combination of roof ridge and roof tile ventirators.
TIti" configuration maximises thã roof void suction relative tothe conservatory for both wind and stack effect. Furthermore thedirection of air frow is invariant Èo wind direction and inessence folrows the desired flow route. The low level ofconservatory vents enhances stack frow and eliminates thepossibirity of stack induced return flow resul-ting from theconservatory air temperature bej-ng at a higher temperature thanthe living space. The results of a simple-analysiÀ-ot thisnet,work, based on the solution of equation (3)'is presented inFigure 2- ThÍs Íllustrates the ventilation perforirance in termsof air changes/hour for the range of wind coñditions andinternar/external temperature differences most rikely to beexperienced. Two wind scales are presented; these räpresent theMeteorological office value based ón 1 0m measurements made at thenearest measurement station and the corresponding rocar roofheÍght value based on the assumption of an urban terrain and a6.9^-building height. The totar opçn areas of vents are 500cm- tor the conservatory and 500 cm¿ for the ceiring. rfadeguate ventilation is taken as between 0.5 and 1.õ ach, thenthese conditions are met subject to temperature differences ofgreater than 1 Ooc between thé rÍving späce and the outside.
Wind ventilation is seen to be hÍghly variable but in itself isnot a major consideration in terms oi overall air change rate,provided that the building is surrounded by similar sizedobstructions. The main benefit of thís configuration as regardswind, however, is that the airtight construction and placemãnt ofvents minimises the risk of backdraughting due to norlherlywinds.

Although the particular venLilation pattern satÍsfies the general
3ir Ir9* reguirement and provides foi an overalr air changã inthe 0.5 to 1.0 ach range, it does present some fundamentaÍry

lar concern is the chance of
oof space, with the consequent
zones away from the immediate
Iike1y to be poorly ventilated

Both problems can be reduced byadoptihg the approach outlined in Figure 3. rn this example, ihemoisture producing areas, i.e. the kltchen and bathroom, arepositioned on the north facing side of the buirding and arevented directly to the outside via ventiratÍon staãks. someceiling porosity is stirt reguired but internal moisturemigration is much reduced while flow paths to the remote roomsare also established. The general magnitude of air change ratesremains essentiarry as with_ the previõus example. ExampÍes suchas these may be readily analysed by straightfðrward consideration
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of the flow equations and driving forces as presented in this
paper. For more specÍfic information on calculation techniques
and design data, the reader j-s-referred to the Air fnfiltration
and Ventilation Centrets Calculation Techniques Guíde6.

Caution: Risk of roof void
condensation (see text)

Vented ceiling ('r, 500 crn2)

Airtight wall
cons Lruc t ion

Possible zone of poor
rnixing and inadequate
venÈí1atíon

Figure I Designing for natural ventilation:- vented ceílins

Roof ridge & tile ventilators
to maximise suctíon in roof void

Roof pitch angle <30"

Flow path índependent
of wínd dlrection

Low level vents to
avoid backflow ínto
conservatory
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Conservatory on
r¡indward side

Conservatory on
leeward side

Roof height wind
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Figure 2 Ventilation characteristícs for na
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VentilatÍon stack terminates in
-VE pressure regl-on above roof

The Building Regulation 1 955
Approved Document Part F : 1 985. HMSO,

Moist air flow into roof
void reduced

an applications guide
uK, 1 986
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Stack inlets placed ínrmoistt rooms located
opposite conservatory

Improved air distributíon

Figure 3 Desienins for natural ventilation:- stack

9 ConclusÍons

Ventilation is of vital Ímportance in any building and its role
in passively heated buildings is particularly demanding.
Nevertheless, ventilation needs can be adequately met without
serious difficulties and appropriate desígn configurations can bereadiry assessed using rerativery simpre frow equations.
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